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 sry that was a question i need to do a triple boot on my laptop with win 7 and ubuntu how do i format the hdd and run the boot repair utility. i know i need a live cd but i am not sure what the option is for format? no install live cd won't format it ok install will format it then you can run boot repair i can do that right away, ty nitrohax, We can help with partitioning and the bootloader, but not windows.
well that was a tough one to get going. :) ty everyone nitrohax: thats because it's very unusual to do that setup nitrohax, live cd will not touch the install with an HD anyway, it's read only. yep i figured that nitrohax: does the windows box have internet access? it's still a weird setup i know. i just needed to know what to do with a live cd. i've done it before in the past on a different computer. so i'll run

boot repair and see what happens and we'll go from there. nitrohax: ok, no problem i think i did have it before. it's been awhile and i was working on an other computer at the time hi, I am using Ubuntu 14.04 on a dell xps laptop. I am trying to get a workstation application to run on the linux guest and it keeps crashing. I am looking for some pointers on how to troubleshoot the issue. meganerdca: why
is the 14.04 support channel on this ikonia: for the moment, let's assume that it is because this is the support channel meganerdca: right, and if you want to use ubuntu 14.04 support for a 14.04 application, use the 14.04 support channel 82157476af
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